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I. Choose the best answer:                   (10 x 1 = 10) 
 

1. Trial lenses in low vision clinic would be    
  a) Full aperture, Metal Rim   b) Reduced aperture, Plastic Rim 
  c) Full aperture, Plastic Rim  d) None of the above 
 
2. When the objective as well as eyepiece are positive lenses, it is a 
  a) Galilean         b) Keplerian 
  c) CL microscope      d) All of the above 
 
3. Central vision impairment is found in  
  a) Glaucoma                      b) ARMD 
  c) Cataract                  d) All the above    
 
4. Microscopic lenses depend on 
  a) Correction of Astigmatism    b) Working distance 
  c) Field of view         d) All the above 
 
5. Bad posture can result in 
  a) Poor reading speed       b) Better use of LVA  
  c) Increased efficiency         d) None of the above  
 
6. Older patients need   
  a) Less illumination                      b) Better contrast   
  c) Pinhole glasses         d) None of above  
 
7. ________ results in second sight 
  a) Posterior sub capsular cataract   b) Nuclear sclerosis  
  c) Polar cataract            d) All the above   
 
8. Glare is common in 
  a) Glaucoma 
  b) RP    
  c) Cataract 
  d) All the above  
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9. In CCTV, image is ______ than the object 
  a) Brighter       b) Larger  
  c) Better contrast     d) All the above 
 
10. Students can be prescribed with  
  a) Stand Magnifiers      b) Spectacle Magnifier 
  c) Hand Magnifiers      d) None of the above    

 

 
II. State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE. (10 x 1 = 10) 
 

1. SIRI of Apple IOS is a type of non optical aid.    
2. BRAILLE needs to be learnt only when there is no perception of light. 
3. Slow decrease in visual acuity is a characteristic feature of pathologic 
    myopia. 
4. Reduced visual acuity is a feature of nystagmus. 
5. Tube length of Keplerian telescope is shorter than that of Galilean. 
6. Para central scotoma is present in optic atrophy. 
7. Use of prisms is needed in Galilean telescope. 
8. Anomalous head posture in nystagmus is to opposite direction of null point. 
9. Relative size magnification is the concept behind telescopes. 

10. Large print books use the concept of relative distance magnification. 
 
III. Fill in the blanks:                       (10 x 1 = 10) 
 

1.  Disability is defined as ____________. 
2.  Anatomic changes are termed as ___________.  
3.  Waxy disc / Disc pallor is seen in __________. 
4.  Magnification of telescope, M= _______________. 
5.  Tube length of telescope, d= ______________. 
6.  Talking clock is a type of ___________ aid. 
7.  Angular magnification is used in ____________. 
8.  Relative Distance Magnification, RDM= _______________. 
9.  Field of view is ________ in Keplerian telescope. 

10. Pinhole glasses are prescribed in patients with ______________.  
 

IV. Write any FIVE answers of the following:         (5 x 6 = 30) 
 

1. Give the WHO definition of Blindness & Low Vision. 
2. Explain the terms (i) Avoidable blindness (ii) Curable blindness and (iii) 

Preventable blindness. 
3. List the advantages & disadvantages of Hand Magnifiers. 
4. Write short notes on field expander. 
5. Discuss about the optics of Galilean telescope. 
6. What is Kestenbaum’s Rule? Compare Galilean and Keplerian telescope. 
7. How do you manage light, Glare and contrast in Low Vision patients.   
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V. Write any TWO essays of the following:            (2 x 10 = 20) 
 

1. Discuss in detail about rehabilitation of Low Vision patients. 

2. Discuss in detail about Low Vision workup. 

3. Write elaborate notes on Electronic aids.      
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